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FOREWORD

Volume I

GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE LOWER
RIO .GRANDE VALLEY AREA, TEXAS

This publication constitutes the first of a two-volume report on the ground
water resources of the Lower Rio Grande Valley area which consists of Cameron,
Hidalgo, Starr, and Willacy Counties in southern Texaso It was prepared 'Qy the
Ground-Water Branch of the U.·8. Geological Survey in.cooperation.with the Texas
Board of Water Engineers and the Lower Rio Grande Valley Chamber of C.ammerce, Inc.

The second volume of this report contains records of wells in.the area,
including twelve selected wells just north of the Willsey County line in Kenedy
County (table 4); drillers' logs of' wells, including two selected wells in
southernmost Kenedy County (table 5») water levels in wells in Cameron and Hidalgo
Counties (table 6) J and analyses of water from wells in the area (table 7). .

Wells and springs referred to in this report are shown ·on the map (plate 1)
inside the pocket of the second volume.

:~~~(}.tliEN~INERS
"to-:::::. l.dertuliP, Chie
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GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OFT H E

LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY AREA,

ABSTRACT

T E X A S

~
\

l

r

The report contains information about the occurrence, quality, and use of
ground water in the Lower Rio Grande Valley area which consists of Cameron, Hi
dalgo, Starr, and Willaey Count~es in southern Texas.

The principal use of water in the area is for irrigation. Cotton, winter
vegetables, and citrus fruits are the most widely irrigated crops in the area.
In southeastern Starr County, southern Hidalgo County, and western Cameron Coun
ty, most of the water for all uses is supplied by the Rio Gra~de, The greatest
development of ground water in this area was after 1948 when ground water was
needed to supplement water from the river.

The Lower Rio Grande Valley area has four major ground-water reservoirs.
Three of these reservoirs have been given names in this report because strati
graphic units could not be reliably mapped and because some of the ground-water
reservoirs include parts of two or more formations. Major ground-water reser
voirs in the area are the Oakville sandston~, which is an important source of
water for industrial use in northeastern Starr County; the Linn-Faysville ground
water reservoir, which supplies irrigation water in the Linn-Faysville area in
central Hidalgo County; and the Rio Grande ground-water reservoir and the Mer
cedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir, both of which supply considera
ble irrigation wat.er in southeastern Starr, southern Hidalgo , western Cameron,
and southwesternWillacy Counties •.

The quality of ground water diff~rs considerably in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley area from place to place. In'most of the area ground water, although
slightly saline, is available for domestic or public supply; however, it is
generally unsuitable for irrigation, particularly if used exclusively. Water
of the best quality in the 'area is from the Rio Grande ground-water reservoir
near the Rio Grande at depths of les~ than 75 feet in southeastern Starr Coun
ty, between 50 and 250 feet in southern Hidalgo County, and between 100 and 300
feet in western Cameron County. At progressively greater distances from the
Rio Grande., ground water at these depths tends to be more mineralized. In the
Linn-Faysville area ground water from the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir
is moderately mineralized and ranges from .fair to unsuitable for irrigation.

In western Cameron County water levels in some wells tapping the Rio Grande
ground-water reservoir declined about 10 feet from 1954 to 1957. In 1959 the
water levels stood higher than in 1954. The water levels inmost wells tapping
.the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir declined .10 f~et or more from '1948 to
1958.- In some wells 'the decline was more than 15 feet.



Available information indicates that in some localities the Rio Grande
ground-water reservoir may be nearly filled to capacity and waterlogging will
occur during periods .of above normal .precipitationo During protracted periods
of below normal precipitation, available water in the ground-water reservoir may
be depletedo

Continuing studies of fiuctuations in water levels and the amount and dis
tribution of pumping ,are recommended in .the area to provide basic data needed to
make quantitative evaluations .of the ground-water reservoirso
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GR 0 U N.D - WATE R RES 0 U R C E S .0 F THE

L .O·.W ER RIO G ·R A N ·n E V AL LEY ARE A, .T E X A S

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

Water has made possible the transformation of a large part of the Lower'Rio
Grande ·Valley ~rea from semiarid rangeland to highly productive orchards and gar
denland. Initially most of the water for irrigation was from the Rio Grande, but
'during the drought in .the late.1940's and the early 1950's.whenthere was insuf
ficient water from tbe river to satisfy all demands, ground water was developed
extensively to meet the deficiency. The importance of ground water to the area
and the need .for basic information about the ground-water resources were recog
nized by the citizens of Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, and Willacy Counties. At their
requeat,an investigation.of the ground-water resources of the Lower Rio ,Grande
VaJ.ley area was begun in.September 1956 by ·the U. S. Geological Survey in cooper
ation with the Texas Board of Water Engineers and Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, and
Willsey Counties.

Fieldwork, conducted by O. C. Dale of the Geological Survey and H. H. Ewing
of the Texas Board of Water Engineers, was in progress most of the time between
September 1956 and August 1958. Fieldwork largely consisted .of (1) locating,
describing, and .tabulating data concerning .2,070 wells in the study area; (2)
collecting data on the hydraulic characteristics of the ground-water reservoirs
by means of pumping.tests; (3) measuring .water levels throughout the area to
evaluate the stage of the ground-water reservoirs; (4) collecting 327 drillers'
logs for interpretation and evaluation of the ground-water reservoirs--also col
lecting.and examining several hundred electric logs for the same purpose, for
study of saline water problems, and for use in geological studies; (5) collecting
samples of water for chemical analyses and tabulating data concerning the .chem
ical quality of water from 924 wells in the area; and (6) making such field stud
ies as were necessary to further describe the ground-water reservoirs of the area.

The report describes, names, and discusses the four principal ground-water
reservoirs of tbe area, and illustrates by maps, geologic cross sections, block
diagrams, hydrographs, and other diagrams, many of the results.of the study 0 The
report also records for further use most of the basic datso In .table 4 (volume
·II, page 1) information is given on more than 2,070 wells in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley area and .on 12 wells in southern Kenedy County 0 The well locations are
shown on plate 1 (volume II, in pocket) and figure 4. Table 4 was compiled in
part from data· .collected during several previous ground-water investigations 0

The study was made under the administrative direction of A. N. Sayre, for
merly chief of the GroundWater Branch, Uo So Geological Survey and under the

- 3 -



direct supervlslon of Ra Wo Sundstrom, district engineer in .charge of ground
water investigations in Texaso

Location and Extent of the Area

The Lower Rio Grande Va+ley area is in the southernmost part of Texas be
tween longitude 97°08' and 99°11' West and latitude 25°50' and 26°48·' North. The
area includes Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, and Willacy Countieso The general loca
tion of the area is shown in figure l~

The area is bounded on the south and southwest by the Rio Grande, whieh marks
the international boundary between the United States and the Republic of Mexico;
on the northwest and north by Zapata, Jim Hogg, Brooks, and Kenedy Counties, Tex
as; and on the east by the Gulf of Mexieoo

The area covers 4,226 square miles; 883 in C~eron County, 1,541 in .Hidalgo
County, 1,207 in Starr County, and 595 in Willaey CountYo

Previous Investigations

Reports of the Ue So Geological Survey in cooperation with the T~xas ~o~rd of
Water Engineers describing previous investigations of.ground-water conditions have
been released for the following areas: Hidalgo County (Lonsdale and Nye,.1938
and 1941)Yj the Linn. district in Hidalgo County (Cromack,. 1945); the Linn-Fays
ville area in Hidalgo.County (George, 1947; Follett, White, and Ireland, 1949);
Starr County (Dale, 1952); Cameron eounty (Dale and George, 1954);· and the Browns-
ville-San Benito-La Feria district (Broadhurst, 1941). .

An investigation of ground-water conditions in Hidalgo and·Cameron Counties
was made by G. H. Cromackand We Lo Broadhurst in 19450 The basic data are in
the files of the U. So Geological Surveyo

Most of the previous· reports ·consist largely of records of wells, drillers'
logs, and chemical analyses of water; and most of this basic information has
been incorporated .in this reporto

An investigation of ground-water conditions in Hidalgo,/Cameron, and Willaey
Counties was .made by No A. Rose (1954)0

Unpublished data of water levels, drainage, and soil conditions in the ·area
made by the Bureau of Reclamation have' been reviewed in connection with the pre
paration of this reporto

Acknowledgments

The writers wish to express their appreciation to the numerous users of
ground water in the area who gave information.

!I See selected bibliography, page 790
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Texas Board of Water Engineers in cooperat ion with, the U. S.Geological Survey
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FIGURE I. - Map of .Texas showing the location of the Lower Rio Grande Volley area
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T~e following drillers and dr"illing "companies"gave··well logs· and· .i·nformation
about wells: E. J. Rupp, Harlingenj A. DQ Killinger;Mi~sion; GeneLiberty~ Mc
Allen; A. & T. Drilling Co~, Harlingen; Killinger Dril~ing Coo, Mission; and Purs
ley Drilling Co., Edinburg.

The Harlingen Water Department and the Sun Oil Co~ permitted the use of
wells for pumping testso Martin Russo and .H. Lo Schaeffer of the.Sun Oil Co.
gave information about the geology of the areaD

The .coopert;1tion of the following otgl;l.nizatio,na a160 is appreci.ated: Humble
Oil and Refining Co~, Schlumberger Well Surveyin.g C,Orpo1 Halliburton Oil Well
Cementing COG' Willaey County Agricultural ·Stabilization and Conservation Commit
tee, McAllen Pipe and Supp~y Coo, Stewart andStevensen Co., Rural Electrifica
tion Association, Central Power and Light Coo, and the U. S. Soil Conservation
Service.

Well-numbering System"

In this report the wells are numbered according to their location within the
respective counties. Each county is divided roughly into lO-min~te quadrangles
although there are some variations in "size· to allow for irregularities in the
shape of the countYet (See plate 1 and figure 4) 0 . Within each county the quad-'
rangles are given successive letter designations starting wit~ A in the upper
left qu~drangle and moving from left to right., Le·tters I, 0, and Q are excluded.
Wells are identified by the lett~r designation of the quadrangle and are numbered
serially within each quadrangieG

GEOGRAPHY

Surface Fea.tures

Most of the Lower Rio Grande Valley area consists of a broad flat ,upland
plain extending westward from the Gulf of Mexico to about central Starr County.
The western edge of this plain is marked by a westward-facing escarpment known
as the Bordas "escarpment' shown on the insert map on plate 20 The plain rises
from sea level at Laguna.Madre to an altitude of more than 500 feet at some
places near the Bordas escarpment. Near its southern edge, the plain ·slopes
generally southeastward.

The Rio Grande forms the southern border of the ·area and empties into ,the
Gulf of Mexico at its southeastern cornero The river 'has a gradient less than
the slope of the upland plain to the north, and in Star"r County its flood plain
is more than..100 feet lower·' than t;he adjacent upland G Eastward, the river low
land and the upland p·lain merge into the ·delta of' the Rio Grande.

The surface of the upland plain is fairly flat, put is characterized by nu
merous minor topographic features It The eastern part of ,the plain is crossed by
channels, most of which are distributaries of the Rio Grandeet Also in the east
ern part of the area are low clay ridges and ~ounds generally less than 25 feet
high, wh~ch have been attributed to wind deposition 0 Broad shallow depressions
associate'd .wit'h the mounds form a "blowout and dune" topography at some places.
Common features of the central and wes·tern part of the plain are broad, 'shallow,
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undrained depressions. In northern Hidalgo and Willacy Counties wind-deposited
sand formB a fairly typical dune topography. In western Hidalgo and eastern
Starr Counties the southern edge of the plain has been incised by several small
intermittent streams that are tributary to the Rio Grande. In southeastern Hi
dalgo County a low ridge known as Mission Ridge extends eastward f~om the vicin
ity of Mission to Donna on the east. West of Mission the ridge merges with the
general level of 'the upland plain; east of Donna the ridge declines'to the gener
al level of the Rio Grande Valley and becomes imperceptible. The ridge is bor
dered on the south by the valley' of the Rio Grande, and on the north by a broad
'valley which separates, it from the upland plain.

In western Starr County, west of the Bordas escarpment, the land surface
consists of a gently rolling plain having'rounded hills and broad valleys. Some
of the hills have altitudes of more than 500 feet. The valleys contain intermit
te~t streams .tributary to the Rio ~rande.

The valley of the Rio Grande on the United States' side reaches a maximum
width of abou~ 9 miles dJn the area west of Weslaco. Generally ~,he valley cons'ists
of an alluvial bottomland and one or more terraces. The surface of the alluvial
bottomland is crossed by abandoned channels of the Eio Grande. The widths of the
bottomland and the terraces differ considerably from one place to ~nother and at
some places in Starr County the river flows along the bluffs of the upland plain.

Padre Island is an offshore barrier in the Gulf of Mexico. It is about 8
miles east of the mainland and extends from near Port Isabel northward beyond the
Willacy County line. 0 South of Padre Island and separated from it by Brazos San
tiago Pass are Brazos Island and Boca Chica Island which ·are continuations of the
offshore barrier. They a~e no longer islands but form a peninsula which is con
nected with the mainland at the south end near the mouth of the Rio Grande. La
guna Madre is the body of water lying between the mainland and the offshore bar
rier. The barrier islands, whi~h average less than a mile in width, consist of
sand and are largely dune covered.

Drainage

The area is drained in part by the Rio Grande, which flows along the south
side of the area, although much of the drainage goes into Laguna Madre through
small coastal streams. The Rio Grande has ,no large tributaries in the area; how
ever, several small intermittent streams are tributary to the Rio Grande in Starr

,County and western'Hidalgo County 0 The easternmost tributary to the Rio Grande
from the' upland plain joins the river about 10 miles west of Mission. Further
east Mission Ridge prevents drainage from the upland plain to the Rio Grande.

Arroyo Colorado is a prominent drainage feature in the southern part of the
area. It heads in southern Hidalgo County about 2 miles southwest of Mission
and about 2 miles north of the Rio Grande. From a point south of Donna, it flows
in a general northeasterly direction across most of Cameron County, fo~s the
eastern part of the boundary between Willacy and Cameron Counties, and empties in
to the Laguna Madre. Much of the drainage in Cameron County empties into the La
guna Madre through former distributary channels of the Rio Grande called resacas.

. '.'"

The delta of the Rio Grande includes a large area east and northeast of Wes-
laco, much ,of which is subject to flooding. The probability of fl~oding by the
river has been reduced greatly by the construction of Falcon Dam in western Starr
County at the 'western edge of the Lower Rio ,Grande Valley area and by the levees
in the floodway system which starts just south of Mission.

- ,,7 -



In parts of the 'lower- ve.lley, IJartlcularly in irrigated areas J the 1-Tater
table has risen close to land surface, ,~nd it b.as peen ,necessary to constl"llct
systenls.,of ·drain,s to prevent d81llage froln waterlogging.

Little of the upland plain In eastern Starr County and -in. Hj.d~l[;o, Will.acy,
and Camel"'on Counties is drained by through-flowing stre.ams. Much of the ralnfe"ll
:flows into shallow depressions w'llere it evaporates or seeps into tIle ground. A
mongthe larger of these closed depressions are La Sal Vieja in western Willacy
County and Sal Del Ray in northeastern Hidalgo County. These are natural salt
water lakes that are reported to have been important sources of salt in the past.

Climate

The climate of the Lower Rio Grande Valley area has been described as semi
tropical and semiarid. Very high or low temperatures are uncommon. The mean
annual precipitation is low, ranging generally from about 18 inches at ,Rio Grande
G~ty tq about 28 inches at Brownsville. Irrigat~on generally is nece~saryfor

raising mos~ crops. The prevailing winds are from the southeast. Hurricanes mov
ing inland from the Gul.f of Mex~co in the summer and early fall in s,orne years are
freqtlently accompanied by heavY rains.

,The following table gives the maximum, minimum, and long-term mean!! monthly
temperatures at Brownsville and the long-term mean temperature at Raymondville
and, Rio Grande'City. The maximum recorded temperature at Raymondville is l09°F
and .the minimum is 16,oF. At Rio Grande City the maximum recorded temperature is
il5~F ~nd the minimllin is 7°F. The average length of the growing season at Browns
ville is 336 days, at Raymondville 315 days, and at Rio Grande City 297 days.

, Monthly temperature data for Brownsville,
Raymondvill.e, and Rio Grande City. (Temperature' in

degrees F. Data from records of U. S. Weather Bureau.)

Brownsville RaYmondville Rio Grande City
Month Maximum Minimum Long-term Long-term Long-terln

mean mean mean
I

Jan~ , . -87 23 60.5 59.1 58.1
Feb. 94 . 22 63.9 62.8 61.9
Mat. ,99 32 68.0 67.4 69.7
Apr. 100 45 73-7 73·9 16.1

May. ,100 53 78.9 79·1 '81.2
June 101 49 82.6 81.6 84.8
July 103

I 68 83.8 ,84.1 86.2
Aug. .100 66 84.1 84.7 86.2

Sept. 104 55 81.4 80·9 81.7
Oct. 95 43 76.0 14.8 75·2
Nov. 94 35 . 67.8 64.4 66.0
Dec. 88 2.9 62.4 60.4 59.6

Annual 73.6 72·9 73·9

,.,
I

l
I,

,

~
I
I

~
I
I
!,
!

~
I
i

.y The long-term mean as used by the U. S. Weather Bureau 1'8 a mean based on
, the 30-year p~riod 1921 to 1950. It is revised every decade by dropping the first l

10 years of data and'using instead the 10 most recent years.
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The max inlllln , nlln.lnlU.TI1, and long-terrn mean monthly precipitation at BrovlrJr;-·
ville a11d the long-terJn luean. precipitation at Raymondville and Rio Grande Clt,Y
are given on the following table:

Monthly precipitation data for Brownsville,
Raymondville, and Rio Grande City. (Precipitation in inches.

Data from records of the U. S. Weather Bureau.)

Brownsville Raymondville Rio Grande City
Month Maximum Minimum Long-term Long-term Long-term

mean mean mean

Jan. 5·11 Trace 1.43 1.78 0.94
Feb. 10.25 Trace 1.18 .88 .78
Mar. 4.27 0.03 1.11 1·52 . .88
Apr. 5.85 .02 1·59 1.21 1.06

May 5.46 .01 3·09 3·96 2·37
June 13.06 .01 3·05 3·02 2.11
July 5·59 .03 1·97 2.42 1·50
Aug. 7.08 .24 2.45 1·92 1.67

Sept. 8·90 ·50 5·13 4.73 3·07
Oct. 17.12 .56 2·91 2·75 1.55
Nov. 6.26 .01 1·55 1·51 ·93
Dec. 9.45 .02 2.16 1.69 .83

Annual 27.62 27·39 17.69

Table 1 shows that the precipitation was slightly below normal each year in
the late forties in most of the Lower Rio Gr~nde Valley area. In the early and
middle fifties the precipitation was much below normal. Precipitation was above
normal at all stations in the area in 1958 for the first year since 1941.

Table 1.--Annua1 precipitation and departure from normal 1940-58
at Brownsvil~e, Harlingen, Mission, Raymondville, and Rio Grande City, Texas

(Long-term mean used 1955 to 1958. Data from records of U. S. Weather Bureau.)

Brownsville Harlingen Mission Raymondville Rio Grande City
Pre- Pre- Pre- Pre- Pre-
cip- De- cip- De- cip- De- cip- De- cip- De-
ita- par- ita- par- ita- par- ita- par- ita- par-

Year tion ture tion ture tion tU.re tion ture tion ture

1940 26.81 - 0.62 30.62 7(109 22·51 4.44 31·71 7·51 13.62 - 2·91
1941 34.49 7.09 45.99 22.46 33.07 15·00 44.15 19-95 30.51 13.98
1942 24.61 - 2.79 17·07 - 6.46 13.94 - 4.13 24 .~·6 .26 13.47 - 3·06
1943 25·31 - 5.74 22,.20 - 1·33 21.55 3.48 27·70 3·50 14.92 - 1.61
1944 '32.87 1.78 33.60 6.13 22·73 1.45 - - 16.76 - .97

1945 29·73 - 1·32 23.80 - 3.67 16.79 - 4.49 19·71 - 7.79 - -
1946 28.55 - 2·50 27·53 .16 17.67 - 3-52 27·57 .18 14.32 - 3·37
1947 23.98 - 7·07 20.13 - 7·06 15.94 - 5·25 24.16 - 3·~3 16.72 - -97·
1948 22·93 - 8.12 26.75 - .62 19·95 - 1.24 24.02 - 3·37 26.03 8.34

11949 28.75 - 2·30 - - 16.01 - 5.18 - - - -

(Continued on next page)
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Table l.--Annual precipitation and departure from normal
1940-58 at Brownsville, Harlingen, Mission, R~ondville, and

Rio Grande City, Texas (Long-term mean used 1955 to 1958.
Data from records of Uo So Weather Bureau.)--Cont'd.

Brownsville Harlingen Mission Raymondville Rio Grande City
Pre- Pre- Pre- Pre- Pre-
cip- De- cip- De- cip- De- cip- De- cip- De-
ita- par- ita- par- ita- par- ita- par- ita- par-

Year tion ture tion ture tion ture tion ture tion ture

1950 18.45 -12.60 19~87 - 7~50 10.21 -10098 11070 -15069 - -
1951 24.21 - 6.84 - - - - 24093 - 2.46 19·03 1ct34
1952 18.83 -12026 18022 - 9015 12.61 - 8058 22.94 - 4045 8~55 - 9.14
1953 11.59 -17096 1906~ - 7.76 14~58 - 6.61 20004 - 7035 17.42 - .27
1954 22006 - 7.49 20082 - 6.55 27009 5090 21018 - 6.21 21.08 3039

1955 18086 -10069 27020 - .17 12.25 8.94 32.21 4.$2 11·72 - 5097
1956 16.74 -12.85 11·39 -15.98 8·53 -12066 14.35 -13.04 10.0 - 7.69
1957 32.40 4078 22096 - 4.41 15~o8 - 6011 22.45 - 4094 19·35 1.66
1958 47.51 19.89 41.56 14~19 29·33 8 ..14 37082 10.43 ~9.98 ~2.29

Annual 27~62 27,,37 26.19 27039 17.69

The average evap~ration from a free water surface at Weslaco for the period
1955-57 was 66.8 inches per yearQ At Falcon D&m in Starr County, the average e
vaporation for the p~riod April 1950 to April 1956 was l02~3 inches per year (Oral
communic~tio~, D. Wo B~90dgood).

Population

According to the 1950 census, the population of the Lower Rio Grande Valley
area was 320,484, distributed as follows:

County Urban Rural Total

Cameron 75,518 38,312 125,170

Hida1g.o 91,973 68,473 160,446

Starr 3,992 9,956 13,948

Willacy 9,136 11,784 20,920

The population of the area was estimated by the Lower Rio Grande Valley
Chamber of Commerce to be about 413,400 in 1958.

Economy

The economy of the Lower Rio Grande, Valley is based largely on agriculture;
but manufacturipg, proces.sing, and mine+al production are also of major importanceo
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In 1954 about 576,223 acres were irrigated mostly in the southern and south
eastern parts of the areao The important crops are cotton, winter vegetables,
and citrus fruitso In the northern part of the area agriculture consists largely
of dryland farming; and large ranches are used for cattle, sheep, and goat rais
ing.

The principal manufactured and processed products are food; petroleum; paper;
metal; garments and textiles; stone, clay, and glass products; furniture and fix
tures; and transportation equipmento Printing.and publishing also is an impor
tant industry 0

The principal mineral products are oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquidso
Other mineral products are gravel, brick clay, salt, caliche, and sulfur 0

The Lower Rio Grande Valley Ch~ber of Commerce gives the following subdivi
sion of the annual income in the area in 1956: Agricu~ture, $134,500,000; manu
facturing and processing, $100,900,000; oil and gas production, $60,000,000;
shrimp and commercial fishing, ~25,000,000j tourist business, $40,000,000; and
national defense, $40,500,0000

Transportation

The Lower Rio Grande Valley area is ,served by many hard-surfaced roads and
highways, particularly in the southeastern part of the areao .Uo So Highways 77
and 281 enter the area from the north, and Uo S. Highway 83 enters the area from
the west. ·Highway crossings into Mexico are at Falcon Dam and over privately
owned toll bridges near Rama-Los Saenz, Hidalgo, Progreso, and Brownsvilleo

Both the Southern Pacific Lines and the Missouri Pacific Lines serve the
Lower' Rio Grande Valley area and connect with the Mexican National Railways at
Brownsville 0 International airports for air travel to.countries to the south are
located at Brownsville and .McAllen. Deep water ports are located at Port Isabel
and Brownsville. Port Isabel, Brownsville, Harlingen, and Port Man~field are
served by the Intercoa'stal Waterway, which is located in Laguna Madre 0

History of Ground-Water Development

The number of wells drilled and the rate of withdrawal.of ground water has
differed greatly from year to year, depending on the amount of water available
from the Rio Grande, precipitation, temperature e~tremes, and other factors.
Most of the large capacity wells are used for irrigation and public supply and
were drilled when the supply of water from the Rio Grande was inadequate 0 Many
of the wells are not pumped when adequate supplies of water are available from
the rivero . Information is available as to when most of the wells were drilled;
however, the amount of water withdrawn from wells in past years c'annot be· deter
mined with any degree of accuracy 0

The use of ground water· for domestic supplies and stock watering in the
area probably extends back for more than: a centuryo Records of about a thousand
domestic and stock wells are included in this reporto As of about 1950 the av
erage daily rate Of use for domestic supplies and livestock in the area was es
timatedto be about 7,000,000 gallonso During the period 1939-59, the average
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rate' of use of ~round water for domestic supply andlive~tock in the area prob
ably has decreased becau~e of u.rbaniz~tion and the conversion of stock ranches
to irriga~ed farms.

Information is given for-about 60 industrial wells in the areao The prin
cipal industrial use of grou~d water is in connection with oil anq.gas produc
tion and the process~ng of petroleum products. Other industrial uses are in
fcnod process'ing, at cotton gins, and by railroads 0 According to the well records
(table 4), most of the indu~tri~l wells were constructed .inthe 1940-50 periodo

,
I Table 4 cont~i~s records of 53 wells 'used for public supp~ and several

other wells formerly used for public supply. .Most of the public-s~pplywel.:l;s are
for municipal s~pplYJ h9wever, ~everal schqols obtain water from wells. Most of
the mun19ipal we~ls are u~ed a~ suppl~e~tary pources of water when the desired
amount of wat~r ~~. not ~vai~ab+~ from t~e river 0 M~ny of the wells were drillea
in 1953-54 when the R~o'Grande was very· low. .

The:develop~ent and use of ground water for irrigation has been·controlled
by the availability of ground water of suitable quality for irrigation, the de
mand for produce from irrigated farms, and particularly the availability of water
from the Ri.o G-rande!t

Prior to 1950,. irrigation w~lls we~~ drilled at scattered locations in much
of Cameron County and c~ritr~l and southern Hidalgo County; however, most of the
irrigation wells, we~e conce:q.tra~~d in'aJ;'e~~ not served by water qistricts using
river water~ These areas. are south of Mission and McAllen and south.of Weslaco
and Mercedes in'sou~hern H~dalgQ county," the Linll-Faysville area in central Hi
dalgo County,:. a~d a,~,area :Ln Gameron Cou~ty ~b.out 3,.0 m~les nqrt~west of Browns
ville.

Starting abqut 1948, the n~b~r of i~~ig~tion wells increaseq greatly be
cause. Of droug:p.t: and ~ resulting shq~age of river wat~.ro The pe~k yea~f? for the
drilling of irrigation wells. were 1952 and 19530 Few irrigation wells were
drilled in 1954 an~ 1955 but the drill~ng ~ctivity increased ag~in in 1956 and
1957. Most 'of the irrigation wells drilled to supplement the water supply from
the river are in wes~ernCameron,County, southern Hida~gQ County, and squtheaste~~

Starr County. The records of wells suggest that the drilling of irrigation wells
from 1950 to 1957 to supplement the supply from the river started in the eastern
part of the area and moved westward or upr~vero

GEOLOGY

Gener~l StratigrapA¥

The Lower Rio Grande Valley area is underlain by deposits of silt, sand,
gravel) and clay ranging it:}. age from early Tertiary in weetern Starr County to
Recent near the river and the Gulf Coasto The formations dip toward the coast
and crop out i~ belts p~r~11el t9 it. The oldest ~ormation crop~ out in.the
western part qf the a~ea, and ~he 'younger fOrmations crop out sue~e~sively nearer
the coast. Qu~ternary deposits also extend up the Rio Grande Va11eyo

Table 2- gives a generali2!eg. .geologic.~ section of the formations exposed or
penetrated py wells in the ar~a. Table 5 (volume ~I, page 135) contains logs
of selected wells in the Lower Rio Grande Valley areao
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Table 2.--Generalized geologic section of the Lower Rio Grande Valley area

System

Quaternary

Tertiary

Series

Recent
and

Pleistocene

Pleistocene'

Pliocene

Miocene(?}

Miocene

Miocene(?)

Oligocene(?)

Eocene

Group Formation

Unnamed windblown
deposits

Unconf.ormity
Unnamed alluvial

deposits

Unconformity

Beaumont clay

Unconformity

Lissie formation

Unconformity

Goliad sand

Unconformity

Lagarto clay

Unconformity
Oakville sandstone

Unconformity
Catahoula tuff

Unconformity
Frio clay

Jackson Undifferentiated
sedimentary rocks

Yegua formation

Character of material

Sand and s ilt

Clay, silt, sand, and gravel. Gravel
restricted to mostly lower part.

Clay and some sand and sandy clay, few
calcareous nodules.

Clay, silt, and. some sand and gravel;
some caliche.

~gely clay and sand, and some gravel;
much caliche near the" land surface.

Largely clay and sandy clay. Not
exposed.

Largely sand, but contains lenses of
silt and clay.

Tuffaceous sandstone, ash beds; some
bentonite.

Clay, interbedded with some sandstone
and tuff'.

Sandstone and clay, containing some
coarse gravel and volcanic ash.

Shale and sandy shale; some con
cretionary sandstone.

Water-bearing properties

Not an important source of ground water.

Yields large supplies of fresh to moderately saline water
in the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir.

Yields small to moderate supplies of fresh to moderately
.saline water in the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir and the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground
water reservoir.

Yields moderate to large supplies of fresh to slightly
saline water in the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir and the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir.

Yields moderate to large supplies of fresh to slightly
saline water in -the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir and the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir.
Also yields small to moderate amounts to fresh to moder
ately saline water in northern Hidalgo County and Willacy
County.

Not an important source of ground water in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley area.

Yields moderate supplies of slightly to moderately
saline water in northeastern Starr County.

Yields small supplies of slightly to moderately saline
water.

Yields small supplies of slightly ~o moderately saline
water.

Medi~ to fine-grained .sandstone
interbedded 'With shale and sandy
shale; same lignite.

~ Unconformity---t----------------------1
Cook Mountain forma-

Claiborne ·tion and Sparta
sand, undifferenti
ated



The subsurface materials, particular~ in the eastern part of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley area, are largely flood plain and delt~ic depes~ts of t~e Rio
Grande, which consists of complexly interbedded..·laY-era .and lenses of clay, silt,
sand, and gravel 0 Changes in .the character of material occur. in ahort ciiLstanee's
both vertically and lateral~, and stratigraphic units can not be correlated
over the areaG Consequently formations forming the ground-water reservoirs could
not be identified with a reasonable degree of certainty. Because of this no geo
logic map is included with this report" Maps ·showing the geology of· the Lower
Rio Grande Valley area have been published by'··:Bailey (1926), parton and others
(1937), Trowbridge (193~), and Weeks {l937 a~d 1945)o However, the locations of. .

the geologic units do not agree on any two of the maps~

The Lower Rio Grande Valley has four major sources of ground watero These
can be differentiated on .the basis'of stratigraphic position, geographic location,
depth below the land surface, lateral continuity, yields. of wells, and quality of
water 0 Some of the ground-water sources are composed of parts of two or more
stratigraphic units 0 For convenience in discussing g+ound.water conditions, three
of the major sources of ground water are given names w~ichwill be used in this
report 0 The four major ground-water sources a~e: ('1) the Oakville sandstone,
which is an important source of water for industrial use in northeastern Starr
County; (2) the Linn-Fay~ville ground-w~ter reservoir, which supplier;; irrigation
water in the Linn-Faysville area in central Hidalgo Countyj (3) the lower Rio
Grande ground-water reservoir; and (4) the Merc~des-Sebastian shallow ground
water ,re,servoir, which supplies considerable irrigation water in southeastern
Starr, southern .Hidalgo, western Cameron, and southwestern.Wi~acy Counties. The
relation of the .named reservoirs to the named stratigraphic units is given in .the
last column of table 2. The Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir, the lower Rio
Grande ground-water 'reservoir, and the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow 'ground-water
reservoir are parts of a large unnamed aquifer. system occurring in deposits of
upper Tertiary and Quaternary age in the Gulf Coastal Plain.

Geologic sections constructed from electric logs of oil wells and test holes
are shown in plates 2, 3, 4, and 5. The correlation ·lines shown are based on the
electrical properties of the materials as indicated by the electric logs and are
not necessarily formation boundar~eso

Electric logs indicate some of the electrical properties .of the material and
fluids penetrated by a wello These electrical properties are useful in.corre
lating .lithologic units from one well to another and are an aid in interpreting
the quality of the water in water-bearing bedso The electric log generally con
sists of three or more· curves, a spontaneous-potential ($elf-potential) curve and
two or more resistivity curveso In.the cross sections (plates 2 to 5) the self
potential 9urve is on the left side of the electric log and the resistivity curves
are on the right 0 .

Deflection of the spontaneous-potential curve to the left indicates sandy
layers except in the fresh-water zone where the self-potential curve may not de
flect or may deflect either to the left or right depending on the dissolved
solids content of the formation water as compared to that of the drilling fluido
The magnitude 'of the deflection depends in part on the quality of the water; gen
erally the more dissolved solids in the formation water, the larger is the de
flection to the lefto·

The resistivity curves are influenced by the resistivity of the beds in the
vicinity of the bore hole, and the resistivity of ~he formation and bore-hole
fluids 0 The short normal.curve (solid line on the sections) is influenced
greatly by the resistivity of the drilling fluid and the materials within a
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short distance from the wall of the hole. The long normal curve (broken line on
the sections) gives the apparent resistivity of the materials at a greater dis
tance from the wall of the hole. Layers of sand or other permeable material con
taining fresh water generally cause a deflection of the resistivity curves. to the
right. The amount of the deflection is larger if the sand contains fresh water
than it is if the sand contains saline or briny water. When the deflection of
the long normal curve is less than that of the short normal curve, it usually is
an indication that the resistivity of the formation water is lower than the re
sistivity of the drilling fluid. In most logs highly saline waters are indicated
in sand zones where the long-normal curve is markedly lower than the short normal
curve.

Structure

The correlation lines on the geologic sections (plates 2 to 5) show in a
general way the structure of the deposits of the Lower 'Rio Grande Valley area.
The formations have a regional dip to the east towards the Gulf of Mexico. Ex
cept for the Recent deposits, the angle of dip.of the top of each formation is
greater than the slope of the land surface; consequently, the formations crop
out in northward-trending belts in Which the youngest unit is on the east and
the oldest on the west 0 The deposits tend to thicken downdip, and the older·~fo!!·~

mations have greater dips than the younger deposits.

In addition to the structural movement resulting in the eastward regional
dip of the formations, s~me faulting and folding has taken place in the area.
The resulting structures have an important control over the occurrence of oil
and gas, and have been identified largely in the depth zones in which oil and
gas occur. The faults and folds are less apparent at shallow depths, in part
because of the diff.iculty of distinguishing and correlating the younger strati
graphic units.

Aside from the regional dip the only structure that could be identified in
this investigation is the Sam Fordyce-Vanderbilt fault and associated anticlinal
fold in eastern Starr County (plate 2). The Sam Fordyce-Vanderbilt fault is not
known to affect the quality or movement of'ground water in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley area.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF GROLn'ID-WATER OCCURRENCE
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF TERMS

Meinzer (1923a) has given an authoritative and comprehensive discussion of
the principles of the occurrence and movement of ground water. The following
is a brief review of some of the principles as they apply to the Lower Rio Grande
Valley:r

When water falls on .the earth's surface a part is returned into the air by
evaporation or by transpiration by plants, a part runs off in streams as surface
water, and a part percolates into the ground, moving downward to the zone of sat
uration. The water in the saturated zone is termed groundwater.

Ground water moves under the influence of gravity, from places of recharge
to places of discharge. Owing to frictional resistance, the rate of movement of
ground water is very slow as compared to the flow of water in ~treams.
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Permeability is the cap~city of 'the ,earth, materials to ,transmit water Under
pressure. In unconsolidated de~osits ,the fine-grained materiais' 'such' as silt and
clay have, very .lowpermeability • ,'rnese .mat'erials do not yi~ld"water easily to
wells. Deposits ofs,ilt and clay' may, act as: barriers .to' the movement of water
into, or from more' perineable deposits. Coaxse-grained ~teri~~s' siic;h as sand and
gravel generally have high perrrieability,o Beds o~ 'sand' arid gravel" a.q,t as conduits
through whi~h ground wa~'er mov~s~ and th~:y yield water to w~lls'~ ., .... ,

A deposi~, that yields wate~'to wells' is known as 'an aquife:p~,' '. ~, aquifer may
consist of parts of several formations that have nydraulic connection and ,act as
a single hydrologic unito Aquifers can be considered as conduits through which
the water moves and ,also as reservoirs in which the water is stored 0 In this re
port a ground-water reservoir is a p~rt of an aquifer in which ground water is ~

vailable for public supply, industrial use, or for irrigation. A ground-water
reservoir has hydraulic connections with ,other parts of the aquifer but the reser
voir is bou~ded by either.less.permeable material in which water is .not available
in quantiti~s needed, for the uses mentioned or by water of poorer quality which
generally is not sui~able for these useso '

. ,,-.

, ,

The ,coefficient of transmissibility, a measure' of the' capacity of water
bearing mater~al of an aquif~r or' ground-water reservoir to transmit water, is
defined'as the-number of gallons'of water that will move in one' day through a
vertical section of the water-beari~g,~aterial 1 foo~ wide' and having a height of
Athe thickness of the water-bearing .material under s" hydraulic gr'adient of 1 foot
per foo~,at the ,prevaili~gwater,temperature 0

,The,coefficient of perm~ability is the rate of flow of'water in gallons per
day through,' a cross sectional area of 1 square foot, uno.,e't' a' hydra:~ic gradient
of 1 foot ,per foot at 'a temperature of 60°F 0 Th~ fiel,a. coefficient of perInea-
bil~ty is ,state.d at the prevailing 'temperature of the water 0 ' Thus, the field
coefficient of permeability is equal to the coefficient 'of transmissib~lity

divided by th~ thickness of the water-bearing materialo

The coefficient of storage is 'the: volume of water in'cubic feet\ released
from storage in 'each verti~al column of" the aquiferhav:i.'ng a b,a~e Of l foot
square when the water table or the piezometric surface declines l' foot 0

Water is said to occur under water-table conditions if the water 'level in a
well penetrating the material does not rise above the point where the water was
first encountered 0 , , :Waterunder a~tes,ian pressure :will rise in wells tapping the
aquifer to, a level above the, top of ,the aquifer, and if' under sufficient pressure,
the water will flowo The piezometric surface is an ,imaginary line representing
the level to which water rises in wells at any given point. Thus, under water
table, or !~confined, conditions, the piezometric surface coincid,e·s with the
water table; under artesian conditio,ns, ~he piezoIJletric surf'aee, is; above the top
of the aqu~fer" ~nd at f~owing artesian wells it is above land surface 0 .

The water level in a well that is not pumped fluctuates in response to con-·
ditions of recharge to and discharge, from the aquifer, includ,ing the eff,ect, of
pumping from other wellso This water level is ,the. "static" l~vel for that well.
Wh~n water is withdrawn from a well, the ,water leve~s in' a~d around the well are
lowered and the, piezomet:r;ic sUrface takes the form of an inverted,' cone centered
at the well. The decline in water level in a pumped well 'depends upon the pnys
ieal character of the ,aquifer, .,entran:ce losses at the well, and ,the rate and
dura~ion of $>~ping., If the :r'ateo'f, disc.harge froni't:q.e well' is constan~, the
decline in w~t.er level i,s rapid at first but' gradua,lly de'creases:~ The 'cone of
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depression spreads and the water level is lowered at distances farther and far
ther from the well. The difference between the "static" level and the pumping
level in the well is called the drawdown.

The rate of pumping divided by the drawdown in a well is the specific ca
pacity of the well. The drawdown generally is measured in feet and the pumping
rate in gallons per minute and the specific capacity is expressed at gallons per
minute per foot.

When pumping from a well is stopped, the water level rises rapidly at first
and then at a decreasing rate as it approaches the true static level. in the well.
The lowering of water level in a well in response to pumping is serious only if
it causes water of undesirable quality to move into the water-bearing material or
if it results in excessive pumping lift.

Ground water moves slowly from places of recharge to places of discharge.
The water is, in effect, in transient storage. The amount of water in transient
storage in the ground commonly is very large. However, the deposits of water
bearing material have physical limits in thickness and extent; consequently, the
total amount of water in storage has finite limits.

Under natural conditions, over a fairly long period of time, the amount of
water discharged from an aquifer equals approximately the amount of water re
charged to the aquifer. Under natural conditions the amount of water in storage
remains essentially the same, and upward or downward trends in the water levels
are not pronounced.

With pumping, the discharge from the water-bearing material is increased and
some of the water comes from storage. When water is taken from storage, the water
level is lowered, and it will continue to be lowered until a new recharge-dis
charge equilibrium is established. Ultimately the lowering of water level in the
water-bearing material will result in an increase of recharge to the aquifer, or
a decrease of natural discharge, or a decrease in pumping' or a combination of
these factorSo

In investigating the ground-water resources of an area, it is important to
determine the amount of ground water in storage in the water-bearing material
because this is a measure of the amount of water' available for use regardless of
recharge to the material. It.is also important, if possible, to evaluate the re
charge to the water-bearing material. because this gives an idea of the upper
limit of the rate of pumping that can be maintained over long periods. Recharge
conditions are controlled mainly by climate and geology and generally are diffi
cult to evaluate quantitatively.

GENERAL QUALITY.,oaF -WATER TOLERANCES FOR DIFFERENT USES

All ground water contains dissolved minerals. The amount and kind of min
erals in solution in ground water depends to a large extent on the· physical and
chemical character, of the materials through which the water has moved and the
length of t·ime the water has been in contact with these materialso The suit
ability of water for most uses depends upon its chemical quality.

The suitability of water for public supply and domestic use can be judged
by the standards established by the U. ·So Public Health Service (1946) for
drinking water used by interstate carriers, which are as follows:
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Dissolved constituents

Iron and Manganese together'

,Magne,sium

Chloride

,Sulfatte

Fluorid'e

Dissolved solids

Maximum permissible
concentration

(parts per miilion)

.003

125

250

250,

, 105

5oOf!!

1
\,
I
)

.,
i
!

1

y A dissolved-soli~s content of' 1,000 ppm may be permitted if· water of
better quality is not availableo

Water c·ontaining sulfate 'much in ,excess. of 250 ppm (parts per million) or
magnesium much in excess of 125 ppm may have a laxative effecto ·Water high in
fluoride content causes mottling .of the teeth of childred if used during the
calcification at the teetho '(n.ean ·and others, 1942, pages 1155-ll79) 0 Water con
tainingother minerals in excess of the suggested standards may be used without
apparent ill ~ffects, however they may be objectionable because of ta~teo

Nitrate in water maycau~'emethemoglobinemia("blue-baby" disease) 0 ,Maxcy
(1950, pag~ 271) concludes that water containing nitrate in excess of 44 ppm
should be regarded ,as .unsafe for iDfant feedingo

The·tolerances in chemical quality of water suitable for industrial use
differ widely for different industries and different processes (Moore, 1940,
pages 263 'and 271)0 ·In general} water that meets Uo ·So Public Health .Serv,ice
standards for drinking.water is suitable for most industrial useso

Hardness of water is' an important. consideration in domestic, public, and
industrial supplies 0 .Water containing.60 ppm or less of hardness is usually
rated as softo' Water ranging in hardness from .61 to 120 ppm is considered .mod
erately hard; from 121 .to 200 ppm, hard; and more th~n 20.1 ppm, very hard 0

The U 0 S. Depart'me'nt of Agriculture has collected a large amount of data
relative to the classification'of water for irrigation use in arid and semiarid
areas 0 The following information is adapted largely from publications of' the
U. So Department of' Agriculture" particularly 'Handbook 60 (Uo ·So Salinity Lab
oratory Staff, .1954) 0

The classifications g1venfor irrigation waters should be used .as a broad
guide only because 'the suitability of water for irrigation use depends on sev
eral factors .other than the chemical.quality of the watero These other fact'ors,
some of which are.· quit.e local in' .effect and .all of which are beyond the scope
of t'his investigation ·are: soil texture, infiltration rate, farm management
practices, drainage conditions, 'climatic factors, and the salt tolerances .of
different cropso
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According to the U. S. Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954, page 69),

The characteristics of an irrigation water that appear to be
most important in determining its quality are: (1) total concen
trationof soluble salts; (2) relative proportion of sodium to the
cations; (3) concentration of boron or other elements that may be
toxic; and (4) under some conditions, the bicarbonate concentration
as related to the concentration of calcium plus magnesium.

Figure 2 shows the classification of irrigation waters with respect to the
. total concentration of soluble salts and the relative proportion of sodium to the
cations. The specific conductance of the water is used to show the total con
centration of soluble salts or salinity hazard. The sodium-adsorption-ratio
(SAR), used to show the sodium (alkali) hazard, is defined as:

Na+

Vca++ ~ Mg++

Na+, Ca++, and Mg++ represent the concentrations in milli-equivalents per liter
(or equivalents per million for most irrigation waters) of the respective ions.

The following explanation is given by the U. S. Salinity Laboratory Staff
(1954, pages 79, 81) for the different classes of water as defined by figure 2:
"Low salinity water (Cl) can be used for irrigation with most crops on most soils
with little likelihood that soil salinity will develop. Some leaching is re
quired, but this occurs under normal irrigation practices except in soils of ex
tremely low permeability.

Medium salinity water (C2) can be used if a moderate amount of leaching
occurs. Plants with moderate salt tolerance can be grown in .most cases without
special practices for salinity control.

High salinity water (C3) cannot be used on soils with restricted drainage.
Even with adequate drainage, special management for salinity control may be
required and plants· with good salt tolerance should be selected.

Very high salinity water (C4) is not suitable for irrigation under ordinary
conditions,· but may be used occasionally under very special circumstances. The
soils must be permeable, d~ainage must be adequate, irrigation·water must be
applied in excess .to provide considerable leaching, and very salt-tolerant crops
should be selected.

The classification of irrigation waters with respect to SAR is based pri
marily on the effect of exchangeable sodium on the physical condition of the
soil. Sodium-sensitive plants may, however, suffer injury as. a result of
sodium accumulation in plant tissues when exchangeable sodium values are lower
than those effective in causing deterioration of the physical condition of the
soil.

Low sodium water (Sl) can be used for irrigation on almost all soils with
little danger of the development of harmful levels of exchangeable sodium. How
ever, sodium.sensitive crops such as stone fruit trees and avocados may accumu
late injurious concentrations of sodium.
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Medium sodium water (82) will present an appreciable sodium hazard in fine
textured soils having high cation-exchange-capa~ity,especially under low-leach
ing conditions, unless gypsum is present in the soil. This water may be used on
coarse-textured or organic soils with good permeability.

High sodium water (83) may produce harmful levels of exchangeable sodium in
most soils and will require special soil management--good drainage, high leach
ing, and organic matter additionso Gypsiferous soils may not develop harmful
levels of exchangeable sodium from such waters. Chemical amendments may be re
quired for replacement of exchangeable sodium, except that amendments may not be
feasible with waters of very high salinity.

Very high sodium water (84) is generally unsatisfactory for irrigation pur
poses except at low and perhaps medium salinity where the solution of calcium
from the sailor use of gypsurn or other araendlllents m.ay nlake the use of the ''later
feasible.

Sometimes the irrigation water may dissolve sufficient calcium from cal
careous soils to decrease the sodium hazard appreciably, and this should be taken
into account in the use of Cl-83 and CI-84 waters. For calcareous soils with
high pH values or for noncalcareous soils, the sodium status 'of waters in classes
Cl-S3, Cl-84, and C2-84 may be improved by the addition of gypsum to the water.
Similarly, it may be beneficial to add gypsum to the soil periodically when C2-
83 and C3-82 waters are usedo" .

Scofield (1936, page 286) proposed the following limits of boron for irri
gation water:

Table 3.--Permissible limits of boron
for irrigation waters.

Classes of water Sensitive Semitolerant Tolerant
crops crops corps

Rating Grade (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

1 Excellent 0·33 0.67 1.00

2 Good 0·33 to .67 0.67 to 1·33 1000 to 2.00

3 Permissible 067 to 1000 1033 to 2000 2000 to 3·00

4 Doubtful 1.00 to 1.25 2000 to 2.50 3·00 to 3·75

5 Unsuitable 1025 2050 3·75

The residual sodium carbonate (R8C) indicates the excess of bicarbonate
(HC03) and carbonate (C03) concentration over the concentration of calcium (Cs)
plus magnesium (Mg).

RSC :. (C03 --,+ HC03-) - (Ca++ + Mg++_), all concentrations being in milli
equivalents per liter of the respective ions.

The following explanation is given by Uo So Salinity Laboratory Staff (1954,
page 81) for the effect of RSC (residual sodium carbonate) on the quality of
water for irrigation:
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•.• it -is concluded that -waters witll nlore than 2.5 meg./l. "residu;al
sodium carbonate" .are not suitable for irrigation purposes. Water
containing 1-.25 -to 2. 5 meg. /1. are marginal and those containing .
less than 1.25 meg./l. !'residual sodium carbonat.e" are- probably
safe. It is believed' that tb,e good ,management practices and proper
use of 'amendmerrts might make it possible to use successfully pome
of' the marginal vaters for irrigation. These- conclusions are based
on limited data and are; therefore, tentative.

Percent sodium is calculated as· followa:

Na+ X 100

Na+ + ~ + Ca++ + Mg++

where all constituents are reported in equivalents per million (or milliequiva
lents per liter). Although percent sodium has' been used in various systems of
classification in -the .past, it is reported that the sodium-adsorption-ratio (SAR)
is more significant for interpreting water quality than percent sodium because
it relates more directly to the adsorption of sodium by the soil.

. In appraising the quality Qf an irrigation water,the U. S. Salinity Lab
oratory Staff (1954, page 82) r.e'ommend,s that. first consideration be given to
salinity and alkali hazards by reference to figure 2. Then,. consideration- should
be given to the independent characteristics, boron or other toxic elements and
bicarbonate, .. anyone of which may change the quality rating. Recommendations a's
to the use of a water of a given quality must take into account such factors as
drainage and management practices.

SOURCES OF GROUND WATER

General Statement

Ground water for domest~c use and stock watering is available in the LOl/er
Rio Grande Valley area, except in part of western Starr County, eastern Cameron
County, and part of eastern Willacy County, where the ground water is generally
unsuitable for livestock or human consumption. Ground water suitable for irri
gation, public supply, or most industrial uses is available only in parts of the
area.

Four sources 'of ground water suitable for irrigation, public supply, or
industrial uses have been recognized in the Lower Rio Grande Valley area. These
are the Oakville 'sandstone, the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir, the'lower
Rio Grande 'ground-water reservoir, and the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground
w'~ter reservoir. The extent of the productive, areas of these sources of grou.nd
water is shown on figure 3.
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Oakville Sandstone

General Description

The .Oakville sandstone of Miocene age is an important source of water in
northeastern Starr County. The area in which it yields suitable water extends
northward into Jim Hogg and Brooks Counties and probably into part of northwest
ern Hidalgo County.

The Oakville sandstone occurs in the eastern half of Starr County and Hi
dalgo, Cameron, and Willacy Countieso. The Oakville lies unconformably on the
Catahoula tuff and is unconformably overlain by the Lagarto clay and the Goliad
sand. The Oakville probably does not crop out· in the Lower Rio Grande Valley
area because the beveled edge of the Oakville is overlapped by the Goliad sando
The base of the Oakville can be determined with reasonable certainty on electric
logs of wells in northeastern Starr County (plates 2 and 5), but its upper con
tact cannot be determined.

In northeastern Starr County the Oakville sandstone dips in a northeasterly
direction. On section A-A' (plate 2) it dips to the east along the line of the
section at about 50 feet per mile and the" component of dip along section D-D'
(plate 5) is to the no'rth at about 40 feet per mile. In southeastern Hidalgo
County the Oakville sandstone has a component of dip of about 91 feet per mile
to the southeast along the section published. by the Corpus Christi Geological
Society (J-954) ~

According to the Corpus Chris-ti Geological Society (1954) the Oakville is
about 1,650 feet thick in southern Hidalgo County 0 The thickness elsewhere in
the area is not known.

Development

Information was obtained about 26 wells in northeastern Starr County tap
ping the Oakville sandstoneG Other wells in Starr and Hidalgo Counties may tap
the Oakville sandstone, but they could not be assigned to it with certainty.

Water from 10 wells is used in plants that process petroleum products; water
from 8 wells is us~d or will be used for irrigation; water from the other wells
is used by oil well-drilling rigs, for road construction, and by schools and
residences 0 The wells range from 665 to 1,050 feet in depth~ The maximum re
ported yield is about 600 gpm (gallons per minute), and the average yield is
probably about 1~5 gpm. The static water level in some pumped wells tapping
the Oakville sandstone is reported to have declined about 125 to 150 feet from
1948 to 1956.

Chemical Quality

The chemical analyses of water from 9 wells tapping the Oakville sandstone
are given in table 7 (volume II, page 295). The maximum magne,sium content of
the water is 47 ppm (parts per million) and the maximum sulfate is 261 ppm 0
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The chloride ranges from 250 to 740 ppm and the dissolved solids range from 870
~ to 1,780 ppmo In general, the water can be used for domestic and public supply

purposes; however, the content of chloride and dissolved solids of the water
equals or exceeds the maximum amounts recommended for 'public supply (page 26)0
Most of the water is soft to moderately hard.

The suitability of the water for different industrial uses depends on the
quality-of-water tolerances of different industries. The mineral content of
water from the Oakville is probably too high for most industrial processing; how
ever, the water is used in plants processing petroleum products.

~ The sodium-adsorption-ratio (SAR) ranges from 809 to 31 and the specific
conductance ranges from 1,480 to 3,1100 According to ~he classification shown
on figure 2, the water from all wells except one had very high sodium (alkali)
hazard, water from four of the wells had high salinity ~azard, and water from
five had very high salinity hazard. The water appears' to be unsuitable for irri
gation 0 The success of irrigation would depend on the factors other than quality
of water mentioned on pages 27 to 30.

Water from the Oakville sandstone in e~st-central Starr County is reported
to be more mineralized than water in the northeastern part of the county, and is
unsuitable for processing petroleum productso

Hydraulic Characteristics

In February 1957 pumping tests were made on Starr County wells J-4 and J-25o
Data from a recovery test on J-4 indicated a coefficient of transmissibility of
about 5,000 gpd (gallons per day) per footo A recovery test on well J-25 in
dicated a coeffic.ient of transmissibility of about 7,700 gpd per foot 0 The spe
cific capacity of well J-25 after one hour of pumping .is about'6 gpm per foot of
drawdowno

Hydrology

Information on the quality of water ·from wells, test holes, and from inter
pretations of electric logs of oil wells suggests that the Oakville is recharged
north of Starr CountYo However, much more information both in ,the Lower Rio
Grande Valley area and in the counties lying to the north is needed before the
movement'of water in the Oakville can be .described adequately.

Linn-Faysville Ground-Water Reservoir

General Description

r- In the Linn-Faysville·area in central Hidalgo County, sand layers, probably
consisting of the lower part of the' Lissie formation ·and the upper part of the
Goliad sand, are an important 90urce of ground water for irrigation.

~
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The material consists ~f interpe~deq ~~yers of ~apq ~nq c~ay ~itA some ca
liche near the land surfa~e. ~os~ wells :p~hetrate a few fe~t-tp' more than 100
feet of caliche before reaching the interqep.ded san-q.s apcl P+l3,.Ys·. The total
thickness of the water-bearing' beds ranges frpm abo~t 30to-~bput qQ feet~ How
ever, they are laterally d~scontinuo~s,~~dat Borne places'are-toq th~nto yield
much water. "Dry" hol~s may be drilled within a few: ~undred feet of productive
wells in the area ..

Most of the water is take~ from wells less tha~ 100 feet deep. The material
below a depth of about: 150 feet G~ns~sts of layers of cl~~ or shale and subordi
nate amounts of sand and g~nerally is less productive than the ~aterial above a
depth of about 150 feet. Similarities in the cpemical analyse's of water from
wells indicate that the ground-water' reservoir extends to a depth-of about 260
feet below land surf~ce.· Follett anq others (1949, p~ge 6) r~port'that some beds
of sand and clay can be correlated between wells several miles apart and that the
beds dip eastward about 30 to 50 feet per mile.

The-ground-water reservoir underLies an area of ~bout 50 square miles. To
the ~orth and south of the Linn-Faysville area the comparable mate~ial is less
permeable. Wells ta~ping comparable deposits yield water of progressively poorer
quality to the east.- The ground-water rese:rvp:f.r h~s not b~en :l-den:tified west of
the Linn-Faysville area. These water-bearing 'q~posits are herein 'named the Linn
Faysville ground-w-ater reservoir. The approximate productive limit of the reser
voir and the location of wells tapping it are shown on figure 4.

Water-bearing materials underlying the Linn-Faysville grourid-water reser
voir have been penetr~ted by several wells in the Linn-F~ysville area and also
in other parts of Hidalgo County. Info~tion about these wells is given in the
section de~cribing the Goliad sand.

Deve19pment

An inventory of-wells in the area made i~ 1948 (Follett and others, 1949,
pages 11-22) shows that from 1931 to 1944, 11 irrigation wells were drilled,
and from 1944- through part of 1948, 64 ~rrigation we:lls were _drilled.

The records of wells in the area, which are based largely upon the 1948
inventory, show that' of the 144 wells in the ar~a, 70 ~ere us.ed for irrigation,
38 for domestic and stock supplies, 20 (including some' that have been destroyed)
are not used; and 3 for industrial supply. The use of 13 wells was not known.

Neither the rate nor the amount of pumping from the Linn-Faysville ground
water reservoir has been determined for any period.

Fluctuation of water Levels

Measurements of water levels were made in 1939, 1945, and 1947 in some of
the shallow wells tapping the Linn-Faysvil1~ ground-water ,r~servoir. In 1948
a program of yearly measurements of water levels in the shall.ow wells was
started. Some of' the wel~s were measured two,-0t' thr~e times in soxp.e years, but·
generally the measurements were made in'May or June of ea.ch ye.ar. When possible,
the water levels were measured a few days after 'a heavy rain because fewer wells
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were being pumped. Water-level measurements are given in table 4 (volume II,
page 1) if fewer than fiver measurements have been ~ade at a well, and in table
6 (volume II, pag~ 271) if five or more measurements h~ve been made.

Figure 5 shows the decline in water l~velp in som~ of the sh~llow wells in
the area from March or April 1948 to June 1957. The water level declined 10
feet or more in most of the irrigated part of the area and more than 20 feet in
2 wellso The decl~ne in water levels can' be attributed principally to withdraw
als, as the areas showing the largest d~clines of water levels have the largest
concentration of wells. However, it i p not possible to make a direct comparison
because the rate an4 amount of the withdrawals are not knowno

Quality of Water

The water from wells tapping the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir is
useq for public suppli~s ~nd ~y.some industries because it is th~ best water a
vailable locally.. However,it' dO'eS';tlot !tie:et the 'standard'S of' chemical quality
that are generally accepted for these useso Because of the importance of ground
water,for irrigation in the Linn-Faysville area, t~e quality of the water is
disGussed principally in relation to its suitability for irrigation. Chemical
analyses are given in table 7. Figure· 6 is a map showing the s~linity hazard
and the sQdium,h~z~rd 'Of water from the wells that tap the Linnot-FBysville ground
water reservo.ir.. Throughout' most of tlle area tbe water ranges :from high salinity
hazar~.to .very high sa~inity hazard ahQ from medi~ s9~iumhazard to very high
sodium hazardo

Figure '1 snows ~,:p.e cont~~t of bor9n in wa~er 'from w~lls t(3,ppingthe Llnn
Faysville groUI,la"-~$.te:rrese'rvoir0 The boron cont'ent ranges from 0.18 to 3 96 ppm
and averages about i.q ppm, indicat~ng that in most, of the ar~a the water is
permissible for ',+se' on semitolerant an~ tolera.nt crops'. .

Figures 6 and 7 show ·that on a broad basis the water from the Li~-Faysville

ground-water r~servoir tends to be more mineralized, and consequently less de
sirable .for irrigat·ion in the eastern part of the Linn-Faysville area than in
the western parto Reporteqly the eastward limit of irrigation in the Linn-Fays
ville area is gdverned by the quali~y of the watero

Because' of quality, water from wells in much of the Linn-Faysville ground
water reservoir ~y not be suitable for irrigation if used' exclusively and
regularly over a long period of timeo However, several other factors given ·on
pages 27 to 30, which are peyond the scope of this investigation, must be con
sidered.

Samples of water have bee~ taken at differ~nt times from each of several
wells tapping the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir. In many of the wells,
later samples are slightly more mineralized than earlier ones; however, in a few
wells the reverse is true. Sufficient data are unavailable to show if a signi
ficant change has taken place in the quality of the water.

Hydrology

'Water in the Linn-Faysville ground-water reservoir is under water-table
conditions 0 Recharge to the reservoir is largely from precip~tation on the
area.
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The distribution of caliche in the upper part of the reservoir i~ important in
controlling the location and amount of recharge~ Much additional information
about precipitation, fluctuation of water levels, and the location and amount
of pumpage is necessary before the magnitude of recharge to the shallow.beds

. can be evaluatedo

Lower Rio Grande Ground-Water Reservoir

General Description

An important ground-water reservoir lies astride the Lower Rio Grande in
Texas and Mexico although only the part north of the Rio Grande is discussed in
this report (figure 3)0 ~he Texas part of the reservoir is in southeastern.Starr,
southern Hidalgo, and western Cameron Counties, and possibly a small part of
southwestern Willaey County.

The ground-water reservoir consists of beds of water-bearing material in
the Goliad sand, ~issie formation, Beaumont clay, and the alluvium (figure 8)0
The permeable beds are hydraulically connected so that they behave as a unit;
however, locally they are separated by layers of less permeable material. This
reservoir is herein named the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir~

The alluvium consists largely of flood plain and deltaic deposits of the
Rio Grandee ·Most of the alluvium is.of Recent age; however, in southern Starr
County the alluvial terraces may be of Pleistocene age 0 MUch of the area in
which the alluvium is exposed formerly was sUbject to flooding by the Rio Grande;
however, some protection now is given by Falcon Dam, levees, and floodways.

The alluvium is composed largely of silt and clay and contains many beds of
sand and gravel, especialiy in its lower parto Of particular importance, is a
bed of water-bearing material in the lower part of the alluvium under and near
the Rio Grande that ext.ends from the vicinity of Rio Grande City in Starr County
to the vicinity of Brownsville in south-central Cameron CountYo The approximate
area underlain by this zone is shown as Recent alluvium in the lower Rio Grande
ground-water reservoir on figure 30 This permeable deposit is fairly well de
fined by the location of irrigation wells tapping it except in Starr County and
near its eastern end in south-central Cameron Countyc. Apparently at some places
in southern Hidalgo County the zone of water-bearing material in the alluvium
does not underlie all the Recent flood plain of the Rio Grandeo

In southern Starr County the zone of permeable material in the alluvi~l

does not extend more than 2 miles north of the Rio Grande at most places. In
Hidalgo County the width of the area underlain by the permeable zone ranges from
zero to about 5 mileso In Cameron County the area underlain by the permeable
zone is wider and in south-central Cameron County the northern limit of the zone
is as much as 10 miles from the river.

Near Rio Grande City in south-central Starr County the approximate bottom
of the permeable zone in the alluvium is about 50 feet below land surface o At
the Starr-Hidalgo County line it is about 75 feet below land surface and at the
Hidalgo-Cameron County line, about 185 feet 0 In the vicinity of Brownsville in
south-central Cameron County the bottom of the permeable zone is probably deeper
than 250 feet, but most of the wells in this area obtain water from the upper
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part of the zone at depths of about 200 feet. The bottom of the zone dips in the
same direction as the river at about 4 feet per mile.

The permeable zone in the alluvium is in hydraulic connection with adjacent
and underlying beds of permea~le material in the Goliad sand, Lissie formation,
and the Beaumont clay, therefore these deposits have been grouped together as
the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir.

The Goliad sand crops out in eastern Starr County and western Hidalgo Coun
ty. The Lissie formation crops out in a nor~herly-trending band presumable lo
cated in eastern Hidalgo County. The Beaumont clay crops out in a band in west
ern Cameron and Willaey Counties between the Lissie and the Recent coastal-plain
deposits. The contacts between the Goliad sand and the Lissie formation and the
Lissie formation and the Beaumont clay are uncertain; therefore, the formations
have not been differentiated in this report.

The Goliad sand, the Lissie'formation, and the Beaumont clay consist large
ly of silt, clay, sand, and some gravel and contain much caliche near the land
surface in the Goliad and Lissie. The percentage of sand and gravel in the for
mations is greatest near the Rio Grande.

In southeastern Starr County and southwestern Hidalgo County beds of sand
and gravel in the Goliad sand and Lissie formation are exposed in the bluffs
bordering the Rio Grande flood plain and in the valleys of the smaller stre~s

cutting the upland plain. A gravel pit in the northern part of the tOwn of
Mission is in the Goliad sand or Lissie formation. In south-central and south
eastern Hidalgo' County beds of sand and gravel are tapped by wells but do 'not
crop out.

Well data indicate three poorly defined zones at shallow depths in the'
Goliad-Lissie in which beds of sand and gravel are common, extending from near
McAllen to near Donna in southern Hidalgo County. At McAllen the bottom of the
upper zone of sand and gravel is about 120 feet below the land surface, the
middle zone extends from about 170 feet to about 250 feet, and the lower zone
from 300 to 410 feet. At Donna the bottom of the upper zone is a-t a depth of
about 300 feet and the middle zone extends f~om about 410 to 500 feet. ,Water
wells do not penetrate to the lower zone in the vicinity of Donna; however,
the projected top ,of the zone is at a depth of about 650 feet. The component
of dip of these zones in the Goliad and Lissie is about 20 feet per mile between
McAllen and Donna,.but the zones could not be traced in the subsurface in other
directions and apparently do not crop out at the land surface. The gravel pit
in the northern part of the town of Misslon probably is in the middle zone. The
general location and depths of wells tapping the Goliad and Lissie in'southern
Hidalgo County suggest that the strike of these zones may be to the northeast.

The extent of the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir is defined large
lyon the basis of the location of the irrigation, industrial, and municipal
wells tapping it. The limits of the reservoir may be defined either by a de
crease 'in the permeability of the water-bearing beds or by an increase in the
dissolved-solids content of the water.

In Starr County the northern limit of the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir is marked by the pinch out of the permeable zone in the Recent allu
viuin. In Hidalgo County the northern limit of the aquifer probably marks a
facies change in the zone of the Goliad~ LissieA and Beaumont resulting in a
decrease in permeability to the north. Also, the quality of the water tends to
·deteriorate away from the ri'ver. The general limits of the lower Rio 'Grande
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ground-water reservoir in a northeasterly and easterly ~irectionare marked by
the limits of water of suitable chemical quality for irrigation and industrial
useo

In southeastern Hidalgo County and western Cameron County, the shallow de
posits (less than 100 feet deep) are treated as a separate reservoir on the basis'
of the chemical quality of the ground water, discussed under the section on the
Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir (pages 64 to 65).

The maximum thickness of the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir is a
bout 700 feet; however, the thickness is irregular and generally is less than
500 feet. The dissolved-solids content of the water tends to increase with depth
so that for most uses an effective lower limit to the reservoir. can be defined
on the basis of .the chemical quality of the water.

The lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir extends in an .east-southeasterly
direction along.the Rio Grande an airline distance of about 90 miles. The max
imumwidth of the aquifer in Texas is abo~t 28 miles in eastern,Hidalgo County 0

The lateral limits' of the reservoir in Texas encompass an area of about 1,150
square miles, of which about 950 square miles is productiveo The remaining 200
square miles consists of small, poorly defined unexplored areas or areas where
the drillers report insufficient water or water of poor quality.

Development

About 1,500 irrigation wells, numerous domestic wells, and some industrial
and public supply wells tap the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir. In Hi
dalgo County most of the wells are south and southeast of a line starting about
where UJ.,; ~S" .Highway 83 enters the county from the west and extendi·ng .to Edinburg
then northeastward to the Willacy County line about 8 miles north ·of Edcouch·
(plate 1) 0

The maximum reported yield of a well tapping the lower Rio.Grande ground
water reservoir is 2,900 gpm and yields of more than 2,000 gpm were measureq
at several wells. However, the average yield of the wells tapp·:tmg the.reservoir
is estimated to be about 300 gpmo

The total capacity of wells tapping the lower Rio Grande ground-water reser
voir is estimated to be about 500,000 gpmo This is about 720,000,000 gallons per
day or 2,200 acre-feet per dayo Because of the different kinds and the number of
crops grown each year, variations in rainfall, and the variability of the supply
of water available from the Rio Grande before the completion of Falcon Dam in
1954, the amount and distribution of pumping in the reservoir has been very ir
regular, and no quantitative estimates of pumpage can be made.

The rate of pumping from the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir fluc
tuates considerably 0 During droughts when the supply of water available from
either the Rio Grande or local precipitation is insufficient to meet demand,
the rate of pumping may approach the total capacity of the wells tapping the
reservoire During periods of normal or above normal precipitation, the rate of
pumping is generally much smaller than it is during. droughts 0
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Fluctuation of 'Water Levels

In 1933 and 1939 water levels were measured in numerous wells throughout the
area and in May and June of 1945 water levels were measured in some of the irri
gation wells in 'southern Hidalgo County and in Cameron County. In 1952 water lev
els were measured in several wells and were reported in other wells in Cameron
County {Dale and George, 1954)0 Rose (1954, pages 70-89) published water levels
for about 100 wells for 19540 In 1957 water-level measurements were made in a
large number of irrigation and public supply wells in Cameron County and s~uthern

Starr and Hidalgo Counties. In 1959 water-level measurements were made in 35
wells in Cameron County. Water-level measurements are given in table 4 if fewer
than five measurements have been made at a well and in table 6 if five or more
measurements' have been made.

A continuous water-level recording gage was maintained on Hidalgo County
well 8-60 from 1946 to 1949. The altitude in feet of the highest daily water lev
elrecorded for parts of 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949 is given in table 6. A hydro
graph of the water level in well 8-60 and in the Rio Grande for the periods during
1946-49 when simultaneous record is available is given on plate 11 and is' dis
cussed in the section on hydrologya

Plate 6 shows the altitude of the water levels in 1954 and 1957 in wells
tapping the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir in western Cameron County.
Plate 7 shows the altitude of the, water levels in the same area in 1959 and the
rise in water level .fram 1957 to 19590

As of 1954 the 20-foot contour (plate 6) was west and south of San Benito
and had a southerly trend. The 30-foot contour· was indefinite but is probably
south and southwest of Harlingen. The 40-foot contour was near the Hidalgo Coun
ty line, had a southeasterly trend, and was about 8 miles west of the 20-foot
contour indicating an easterly slope of the wa~er le~el in 1954 of about 205
feet per rnile.

As of 1957 the 20-foot contour (p'late 6) was still west. and south Of San
Benito and had about the same trend as in 1954. The 30-foot contour was in
western Cameron County at about the same location as the 40-foot contour had
been as of 1954 and had a general southerly trendG The slope of the water sur
face in 1957 was to the east at about 1.7 feet per mileo

The contours show that· in the southwestern corner of Cameron County the
water level was lowered about io feet from 1954 to 1957, but that in the area
south and southeast of San Benito no appreciable change in water levels took
place between 1954 and 1957.

In .1959 the 20-foQt water-level contour (plate'~) was east of San Benito,
about 5 miles east of its location in 1954 and 1957. The 40-foot contour was in
southwestern Cameron County and was farther east in 1959 then it was in 19540
The slope. of the water surface in 1959 was easterly about 107 feet per mileo

Water levels in the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir in Cameron
County rose markedly from 195'7 to 1959 as shown on plate;;7o The measured rise
ranged from 4 to 21 feet. The rise exceeded 20 feet in a.. small area near the
southwest corner of Cameron County and exceeded 10 feet in most of the south
western part of the county 0 Everywhere in the Rio Grande aquifer the water
levels stood higher in i959 than ip 1957 or 1954.
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Quality of Water

Even though several zones of permeable material at different depths are
present in the lower Rio Grande aqu~fer, except for shallow wells most of which
are les's than 50 feet deep, the quality of the water from wells tapping these
deposits seems to fit into a general patterno The pattern can be shown on maps
and several generalizations can be madeo

Plate 8 shows the salinity hazard classes and the sodium hazard classes of
water from selected wells tapping the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir in
-western Cameron County a Plate 9 shows the boron content of water from selected
wells tapping the reservoir in western Cameron County. The wells, for which
information is giv~n on pl~tes 8 and 9, range from ,100 to 303 feet in depth.
Figure 9 is a section show,ing the salinity hazard classes and the sodium hazard
classes of water from selected wells in Cameron CountYo Plate 10 shows the sa
linity hazard classes, the sodium hazard classes, and the boron content of water
from selected wells tapping the lower Rio Grande g!ound-water reservoir in south
ern -Hidalgo County.o Figure 10 shows the salinityhazard classes, the sodium
hazard classes, ~nd the boron content of water from wells tapping the reservoir
in southern Starr County 0

In general, plates 8, 9, and 10 and figure 9 show that for the depths in
dicated water of the best quality in the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir
is near the ~io Grande and the water tends to be of increasingly poorer quality
going north from the rivero

. The water' in the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir below a depth of
about 250 feet in southern Hidalgo County and about 300 feet in southwest Cameron
County generally contains more dissolved solids than does the water from shal
lower depthso This lis indicated on figure 90 Water from the basal part of the
reservoir at depths greater than 250 feet in Hidalgo County and 300 feet in Cam
eronCounty probably would be of poorer quality than indicated on plates 8, 9,
and lOa

A few of the wells tapping the lower Rio Grande grounc;l-water reservoir have
been sampled more than once. In general, no significant changes in the quality
of ground water are apparent 0 Water from~wells L-I02, L-I05, and L-IIO in Hi
dalgo County was more mineralized in 1945 \than in 19390 However, this may not
indicate a change in the quality of the water over a large area, but instead may
be the result of upward or downward movement of more mineralized water in the

\immediate Vicinity of the affected wells.

Hydraulic Characteristics

In July 19~7 pumping tests were made on wells owned by the City of Harlingen
in Cameron Co~tyo The city well field is about 8 miles southwest of Harlingen
and includes Cameron County wells E-51, E-68, E-69, E-70, E-71, E-72, andE-73.
All the 'wells tap the lOVler Rio Grande ground-watet reservoir. On the basis of
the tests the average coefficient of transmissibility was estimated to be 54,000
gpd per foot and the average coefficient of storage to be .00044. The average
coefficient of permeability was co~puted to be 900 gpd per square footo

Some other conclusions were drawn from the testso Although the lower Rio
Grande ground-water reservoir in the well field consists of beds of sand and
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r
gravel, extending from 140 and 230 feet in depth and are separated by lenses of
clay, the entire thickness of the aquifer acts as a hydraulic unit. The aquifer
is overlain by clay and silt, and the water in the reservoir occurs under arte
sian conditions at t4e well field. In the vicinity of the well field the silt
and clay overlying the water-bearing beds are nearly impermeable, and probably
only a very small amount of recharge moves downward from the land surface to the
aquifer. Wells will perform best if screened opposite all beds of sand and grav
el in the aquifer.

Rose (1954, page 8) gives the results of seven short pumping tests of wells
tapping the alluvium, the results of three pumping tests in wells tapping the
Lissie formation, and one test of a well tapping the Reynosa of former usage
(Goliad sand of this report). The alluvium and the part of the Lissie formation
tapped by the three wells is included in the lower Rio Grande ground-water reser
voir in this report. Rose (1954, page 9) states the following:

Coefficients of transmissibility obtained from tests of seven
wells in the alluvium averaged slightly over 30,000. All of these
wells did not have the entire section of the alluvium screened, and
the over-all transmissibility of the alluvium may be somewhat higher.

Tests of the four Lissie-Reynosa wells indicated coefficients of
transmissibility generally lower than those obtained in the alluvium.
However, these wells have only a small portion of the Lissie-Reynosa
screened. The over-all transmissibility of the Lissie-Reynosa sands
and gravels may be much" greater than that indicated by the tests.

Rose (1954, page 9) reported further that the specific capacities of six
wells in the alluvium ranged from 17 to 33 gpm per foot of drawdown.

Hydrology

Water in the upper part of the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir gen
erally is under water-table conditions 0 However, as the water moves downward
and laterally it may pass under beds of relatively less permeable material so
that locally it is under artesian conditions. Local artesian conditions are in
dicated by the pumping test at the City of Harlingen well field. Considering
that the permeable beds of the reservoirs are hydraulically connected so that
they behave as a unit and that the water in the upper part of the reservoir is
not conf~ned, the reservoir as a whole probably can be considered to be a water
table reservoir.

Recharge to the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir occurs in one or
more of the following ways: lateral or upward moveme"nt of water from adjacent
parts of the Goliad sand and the Lissie formation or other formations; downward
percolation of water from precipitation, applied irrigation water, or surface
water from streams and drains on the outcrop area; and lateral and downward
movement of water into the reservoir from the Rio Grande.

Discharge of water from the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir occurs
in one or more of the following ways: by the lateral or downward percolation of
water into other deposits; by the upward movement and subsequent removal of water
by evaporation, transpiration, or runoff through surface waterways; by discharge
of water from the reservoir into the Rio Grande; or by pumping from wells.
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The hydrau~ic connection between the Rio Grande and the' lower Rio·Grande
ground-water reservoir is indicated by a study of' the ,relation between :the f~uc

tuations of water levels in the aquifer and the stage' of the ~iver. ,Water~level

measurements (table 6, ·volume II, page 271) were made in, Hidalgo County well·S-60
with a continuous recorder during parts of 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949..Well,8-60
is about 0.4 mile from the river and 0.6 mile from the Progreso. District pump.'

Plate 11 is a hydrograph showing the highest daily water '.level in well 8-60
and the daily 6:00 aem. water level in the Rio 'Grande at ,the Progreso District
pump for ,the period of record (table 6, volume II,' page 271)." The ·water'level in
well 8-60 (plate 11) does not fluctuate as rapidly or as muc~- as the .waterlevel
in the river. It 'is apparent , however, that the water level in the well follows
the trend of the water level in the Rio Grande and i's always below it, exc'ept for
short periods when the river level has fallen rapidly. ·,One may conclude that
water normally moves from the Rio Grande into the aquifer in the Vicinity lof the
Progreso District pump.

The pattern of the qua~ity of water es'-shown in plates 8, 9, and 10, and
figure 9, show that ,the least mineralized'water occurs near the Rio Grande and
that the water is 'more mineralized at greater distance from the ·river. This
suggests that water is moving from the river into the lower Rio Grande ground
water reservoir.

Per~nnia~Yield.of the Lower Rio Grande Ground-Water' Res~rvoir

The perennial yield of', the lower Rio Grande ground-water. reservoir ,is con
trolled largely by the 'amount of water it contains in storage. and the 8JD.ount.
and nature of recharge to it.

Water in Storage

The total area of the Rio' Grande aquifer is about 1,150' square miles. The
water of best quality is near the Rio Grande above a depth of about 300 feet in
Cameron County, about 250 feet fn southeastern .Hidalgo County, ~about 150 feet
in southwestern Hidalgo County, and about' 75 feet in Starr County.

The present developed capacity of the wells tapping the' Rio Grande aquifer
is estimated to be about 2,200 acre-feet per 'day. Mos~ of the wells tapping the
aquifer are used for irrigation, and because water is not needed continuously"
the average rate of pumping probably is less than 500 acre-feet per day 0 The
pumping rate during years of below nomial precipitation may-be larger, parti
cularly if the 'quantity of water available from the river is inadequate' for irri
gation. During periods of above normal precipitation, the pumping rate prob-
ably is inuchless than 500 acre-feet per day,; ,

Assuming water-table conditions and an effective coefficient of storage of
001 for the lowe~ Rio Grande ground-water reservoir, the entire reservoir would
yield' about 75,000' acre-feet of water for each foot the water level was lowered.
Under these conditions, with no recharge, a pumping rate of 500 acre~feet per
day would lower the water level an ·average ofnearly 2. 5 feet per· year. . All of
the wells pumping at full capacity would lower the 'water level an -·average of
nearly 11 'feet per year. The depth to which the wat'er level' in .the reservoir
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could be lowered ranges from .less than 75 feet in Starr County to as much as 300

~ feet in Cameron County, which is about the depth to the bottom of the .zone in
which the water of best quality occurso

Recharge to the Aquifer

Possible sources of recharge to the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir
are from adjacent or underlying water-bearing beds, from the .Rio Grande, or by
the percolation of water from the land surface 0 As ground water moves from areas
of higher head to areas of lower head at a rate proportional to the hydraulic
gradient, lowering of water levels in the reservoir will increase the rate of in
flow from adjacent and underlying beds and from the rivero The rate of percola
tion from .the land surface is independent of the water level as long as the water
table is below the land surface 0

The amount of water that can be recharged from the normal flow of the Rio
Grande is relatively small compared to the capacity of the wells tapping the
lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir because of the low transmissibility of
the aquifer and limited contact of the river with the reservoir.

Some.of the water from precipitation, canals and drains, and from irrigation
percolates downward into the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoiro The water
level changes in the reservoir from 1954 to 1957 and from 1957 to 1959 shown -on
plates 6 and 7 give some indication of the importance of downward percolation of
water from the surfaceo

~
I

Between 1954 and 1957, a period of deficient rainfall, the water level in
the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir declined about 10 feet (plate 6)0
Considering the large quantity of water withdrawn by wells, the -amount of decline
indicates that there was a fairly large amount of recharge to the reservoir dur
ing the periodo Precipitation in the Lower Rio Grande Valley area was much above
normal during 1958, particularly in ·October when -flooding was prevalento The
water levels in the reservoir in Cameron County rose from 4 to 21 feet from 1957
to 1959 (plate 7)0 This indicates that perhaps as much as several hundred thou
sand acre-feet of water was recharged into the reservoir during the period 0 A
further contributing factor to the rise in water levels in 1957--59 was the in
creased availability of water from the Rio Grande and from local precipitation
in 1958 which reduced the amount of water pumped from the aquifer 0 Considering
that the amount of water that can be recharged into the reservoir from the Rio
Grande is relatively small when compared to the capacity of the wells, the
changes in water level from·l954 to 1957 and from 1957 to 1959 indicate that the
downward percolation of water from the land surface is the principal method of
replenishing the reservoir 0

Discharge from the Lower Rio Grande Ground-Water Reservoir

Ground water is discharged from the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir
by evapotranspiration, by seepage into streams and drains, including possibly
the Rio Grande when it is at low stage, by movement laterally from the reservoir,
and by pumping from wells 0

~ Before the land was cleared for farming, most of the discharge from the
lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir was probably by evapotranspirationo The
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Lower Rio Grande Valley area was covered -with a heavy"growth of mesquite trees
and brush -which -are. cap'able of using· as much as 3 acre-:f.eet- ·per·scr.e ··;··of water per
year 0 Mesquite will send roots down .to the -wate~ .table· .as much~ ·as .60 feet below
land surface, if necessary 0 Ground-water dis'charge also took .place into ~tre&ms

during periods when the ground-water l~v~ls ·were above .the st~.eam stage and by
underflow into adjacent water-bearing beds.

Clearing a large part of the Lower Rio Grande Valley reduced the ~ount of
water discharged by transpiration and the ground-water level rose until. it was
near the surface in some localities It Evaporation ·of ~ater at or· near the surface
of the land caused local concentrations of salts which were qetrimental .to crops
to .form ~n .the soil. The shallow water levels made the .·construction ·of drai~s

necessaryo An investigation .of the waterlogging conditions was made by theUo ·S.
Bureau of Reclamation starting in 1945.

During the prolonged period of low to moderate rainfall that sta~ted in 1941,
the amount of recharge to the reservoir was reduced 0 As the drought intensified
in the period 1953-56 and the dis.charge by wells increased the ground-water levels
declinede The .high rainfall in 1957 and 1958 caused a rise of water levels so
that- they are near the land surface again in some places ano. evaporation from the
water surface probably has occurred.

Water is discharged from the lower Rio Grande groun~-water reservoir· by
lateral.mqvement to the north, northeast, and easto Plates·6 and ·7, show that i~
Cameron County the hydraulic gradient is to the northeast and east and is about
100 to 205 feet per mile. With this gradient the amount of -water discharged from
the reservoir is very small in compar1sonto the amount discharged by wells 0 .

Summary of ~erennial Yield

Apparently' most of the recharge into the lower Rio Grande ground-water reser
voir is by the downward percolation .of water from the la.nd surface 0 The ~ount

of recharge fluctuates with differences in.precipitation, being largest-during
periods ..of above normal rainfallo Prior to development by man, most. discharge
from the .reservoir was by evapotranspiration. The rate of discharge by evapo
transpiration was reduced ·as the land was cleared for cultivationo During pe
riods of normal or above normal precipitation, the reservoir·may be filled to
near capacity so that waterlogging of. the soil QCcurso The amount of water' a-·
vailable in f?torage is not large compared .tothe total' potential capacity of the
wellso . During protracted periods of below normal rainfall, when the rate of
pumping is at a maximum .and .the rate of recharge is at .. a minimum, the water .a
vailable in storage could be depleted in a relatively short time.·

Data are insufficient to permit a quantitative evaluation 'Of the perennial
yield of the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir.

Mercedes-Sebastian Shallow Ground-Water Reservoir

The-Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir consists of permeable
deposits .of the Beaumont(?) clay that are less than 100 feet below the land sur
face in southeastern Hidalgo County, western Csmeron County, and southwestern
Willacy County (figure 3)0 The permeable deposits appear to be in a northeast
ward-trending channel which may have been ·a former course of the Rio Grande
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during the Pleistocene. The lateral extent of the reservoir is not well defined;
the limits are best defined on the basis of ·the quality of the water from wells
ta.pping it as shown on plate 12. The quality of the water also is the basis for
separating the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir from the. lower
Rio Grande ground-water reservoir which underlies it at most places.

Many wells used for public supply, irrigation and domestic, and stock use
tap the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir. Plate 12 shows the
salinity hazard, sodium hazard, and boron content of water from wells tapping the
reservoir. The salinity hazard of the water ranges from high to very high and the
sodium hazard ranges from low to very high. The low sodium water is in a small
area in the vicinity of Mercedes and in a small area northwest of Harlingen. In
general water of the best quality in the reservoir is in a belt ranging from a
bout 3 to 7 miles wide and extending northeast from Mercedes into Willacy County.

In Willacy County the nitrate in wells E-4, E-6, E-9, and E-l2, ranges from
51 to 137 ppm. The depths of these wells range from 22 to 30 fe~t. High nitrate
content commonly is an indication that the water is subject to bacterial contam
ination, although a high nitrate content may be of natural origin. Water con-·
taining more than 44 ppm nitrate is considered unsafe for drinking by infants be
cause it may cause methemoglobinemia ("blue-baby" disease).

The yield of individual wells tapping the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground
water reservoir is small. However, a method of constructing irrigation wells in
this area is to drive several sand-points into the reservoir, connect·them to a
common suction pipe, and pump them with a single centrifugal pump. For example,
Cameron County well B-9 consists of 39 sand-points ranging from 40 to 60 feet in
depth. The reported capacity of well B-9 in 1952 was 1,000 gpm and it was used
to irrigate 1,000 to 1,200 acres.

MINOR SOURCES

Cook Mountain Formation and Sparta Sand Undifferentiated,
Yegua Formation, Jackson Group, Frio Clay, and Catahoula Tuff

The Cook Mountain formation and Sparta sand undifferentiated, Yegua for
mation, Jackson grqup, Frio clay, and Catahoula tuff crop out in western Starr
County. In most of the outcrop areas of these formations, water has been ob
tained for domestic use and stock watering from wells generally less than. 300
feet deep. The quality of the water differs considerably from place to place
and there does not appear to be much uniformity or pattern to the distribution.
In a large area in central, northwest, and west-central Starr County, the water
from many wells tapping these deposits is so mineralized that it cannot be used
for domestic supplies and in some places cannot be used for stock watering.

Goliad Sand

Several hundred wells ~cattered through eastern Starr County, Hidalgo and
Willaey Counties, and western Cameron County are believed to obtain water from
the iower part of the Goliad sand. However, the Goliad is considered to be a
minor source of ground water outside the areas of the Linn-Faysville and lower
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Rio Grande ground-water reservoir because of low permeability and poor quality
of watero

The Goliad sand crops out in a broad northward-trending band in eastern
Starr and western Hidalgo Counties~ It consists of sand, clay, and some gravel.
In most of its outcrop area it consists of sand or sand and gravel cemented with
caliche, a secondary accumulation of calc'1um carbonate associated with soil for
mation in regions of limited rainfall. The Goliad sand lies unconformably on the
Oakville sandstone and th~ Lagarto clay and it is overlain.unconformably by the
Lissie formation 0 With the present available information, the Goliad sand could
not be differentiated from the under~ing.Oakville sandstone and Lagarto clay on
well logs. Likewise, the contact between the Goliad sand and the overlying Lissie
formation could not be located. In a small part of northeastern Starr County and
in a small part of northwestern Hidalgo County the Goliad sand is covered by sand
dunes and in the southern part of the area near the Rio Grande, the Goliad sand
is covered by ·alluvium.

All water wells in the western third of northern Hidalgo County and all
water wells more than 500 feet deep in the eastern two-thirds of northern Hidalgo
County and in Willacy County probably tap the Goliad sand. This is an arbitrary
division and some of the wells, particularly the de~per wells in western Hidalgo
County, probably tap formations older than the Goliad sand alsoo However, the
division gives a basis for studying and showing the quality of the water from the
deeper wells in northern Hidalgo County and in Willacy County.

Most of the wells tapping the Goliad sand are used for stock watering or
domestic use, but some wells are used for irrigation or public supply and a few
wells produce water for industrial use such as cotton gins. In some areas the
only usable ground water available is fro~ the Goliad sando

The quality of the water in the.outcrop area of the Goliad sand at depths of
less than 200 feet differs considerably from place to place. At some places in
the outcrop area the water from shallow wells is of good .quality and at other
places the water is saline 0 The analyses of water from these shallow wells was
not used in making plates 13 and 14. Plate 13 shows the approximate salinity
hazard and sodium hazard and boron content of the water from wells believed to
tap the Goliad sand in northern Hidalgo County and Willacy County. The approx
imate specific conductance of most of the samples in Hidalgo County was computed
by multiplying the total solids in parts per million by 1.6G The salinity hazard
ranges from high .to very high. The sodium hazard ranges from medium to very high,
but is medium or high only in two relatively small areas in western Hidalgo Coun
tyo The boron content of water from the Goliad sand in Hidalgo County ranges
from 107 to 9.9 and averages 4.0 parts per milliono In Willacy County the boron
content ranges from 2.2 to 11 parts per million. In general, the farther downdip
to the east the less suitable is the water for irrigation in the Goliad sand.

Because water from the Goliad sand is used extensively for stock and domes
tic supplies, plate 14 is presented showing the chloride and dissolved .... solids
content of the water from wells tapping the Goliad sand in northern Hidalgo Coun
ty, Willacy County, and southern Kenedy CountYo In nearly all of the water from
the Goliad sand the concentrations of chloride and dissolved-solids exceed the
maximum amounts recommended by the U. S. Public Health Service for drinking water
(page 26)0 The sulfate content of the water from many wells tapping the Goliad
sand, particularly in eastern Hidalgo C'ounty and in Willaey County, exceeds the
limit of 250 parts per million recommended by the U. So Public Health Service for
drinking water.
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The water in the Goliad sand occurs under artesian pressure. Many of the
wells that tap the Goliad in central and eastern Hidalgo 'County are' reported to
have flowed when they were drilled, or we~e fl¢Wing at the time they were in
ventoried in 1933 or 1939. The maximum reported flow was 500 ·gpm. The maximum
reported yield of a pumped well tapping the Goliad sand was 1,.500 gpme

In Willacy County some of the wells tapping the Goliad were reported to flow
a few gallons per minute in 1957; one well flowed until 1955 and another flowed
until 1956.

Goliad Sand and Lissie Formation, Undiff·erentiated

A few wel~s less than 500 feet deep are found on exposures of the Lissie
formation in northeastern Hidalgo County outside of the limits of the Linn-Fays
ville or the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoirso The .few shallow stock
wells located in this area tap the Goliad sand and Lissie formation, undiffer-r- entiated. The water from the wells is of poor quaiity and is usually reported
as salty. .

r
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The Beaumont clay crops out in a large area in eastern Hidalgo County and
western Willsey and Cameron Counties.. It is the source of water for a few do.
mestic and stock wells, but in general it is not an important source of ground
water except possibly in the areas of the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservoir
and the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir.

Alluvium

A few wells in eastern Cameron County yield water from the alluvium outside
the limits of the lower' Rio Grande ground-water reservoir; however, the yields
are small and the water generally is unsuitable for most uses.

SUMMARY OF QROUND-WATER QUALITY, BY COUNTIES

Cameron apunty

In western Cameron County water from the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir is used extensively for irrigatio~. The water of best quality is
obtained in the southwestern part of the county in a band averaging about 1.5
miles wide adjacent to the Rio Grande and in the zone between 100 and 300 feet
in depth. This water has a high salinity hazard, a low sodium hazard, and the
boron content is less than 0.66 ppm. Southeastward along the river and to the
north and east away from this area; the water in the lower Rio Grande ground
water reservoir at depths between 100 and 300 feet generally is of poorer qual-
ity. In the northern, central, and south-central parts of the county the water
has a very high salinity hazard, a very high 'sodium hazard, and contains more
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than 2.0 ppm boron o At most places the water below 300 feet is more mineralized
than the water above that depth.

The Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoir, which is less than
100 feet deep and trends toward the northeast from the west-central part of the
county, is also used for irrigation. Most of that water is of high salinity
hazard and medium sodi~ hazard, and the boron content is less than 1.0 ppm g

Over most of the rest of the county the water is of poor quality and ~t most
places in the eastern part of the county, water suitable for stock and. domestic
use generally is not available o

Hidalgo County

In southern Hidalgo County a large number of irrigation wells withdraw water
from the lower Rio Grande ground-water reservbir o The water of best quality if
obtained at depths ranging from 50 to 250 feet below the land surface in a band
of variable width but averaging about 2 miles wide along the Rio Grande o This
water has a high salinity hazard and a low sodium hazard, and the boron content
generally is less than 1 0 0 ppm 0

Northward away from the river the water in the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir at depths between 50 to 250 feet deteriorates in quality, and in most
of the area in southern Hidalgo County where water from the alluvium and the
Lissie formation is used for irrigation, the water has a very high salinity haz
ard and a very high sodium hazard. At most places the water below 250 feet prob
ably is of poorer quality than the water above 250 feet o

In southeastern Hidalgo County the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water
reservoir is tapped by several irrigation wells, most of which are less than 50
feet deepe Much 'of the water produced has a high salinity hazard, a low sodium
hazard, an~ a boron content of less than 1 0 0 ppm 0

In central Hidalgo County water from wells tapping the Linn-Faysville ground
water reservoir generally less than 150 feet deep, is used for irrigation. The
water ranges from high salinity hazard, medium sodium hazard in the western part
of the area to very high salinity hazard and very high sodium hazard in the east
ern part of the area. The boron content ranges from 0 0 8 to 30 6 ppm, generally
tending to be lower in the southwestern part of the area and higher in the north
eastern part o

The Goliad sand is tapped by wells scattered over most of the county and is
a source of domestic, stock, and irrigation supplies. In the northwestern part
of the county the water has a high salinity hazard and in the rest of the county
a very high salinity hazard o Most of the water has a very high sodium hazard o

The water from the Goliad is used for drinking, but generally the sulfate, chlo
ride, and dissolved solids content are somewhat in excess of those recommended
in the U. S. Public Health Service standards for drinking water o

Starr County
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In southern and southeastern Starr County numerous irrigation wells tap the ,
lower Rio Grande Ground-water reservoir~ These wells generally are less than 75 1



feet deep and they are in a belt averaging.less than 2 miles wide along the Rio
~ Grande 0 The water has a high to very high' salinity hazard .and a low to medium

sodium hazardo

In .northeastern ·Starr County several wel~s ranging in depth .from.665 to 962
feet tap· the Oakville sandstone 0 The principal use of water from the ·Oakville is
for industries processing petroleum productso In'general, the ,chloride and dis
solved .solids content of the water exceed the maximum.amounts recommended in the
U. So ·Public Health. standards for dr~nking watero .The water has a high to very
high salinity.hazard and a high to ,very high ·sodium hazardo

In most of the. county, water for stock and domestic ·use generally is avail
able at depths less than 300 feet 0 The quality of water var'ieswidely from .place
to placeo In some areas, particularly ,in .ce~tral and west-central·Starr County
water suitable for domestic .use and stock.watering is difficult to findo

Wi~lacy County

In southwestern Willacy County a few.wells, generally less than 50 feet deep,
tap the Mercedes-Sebastian shallow ground-water reservoiro .The quality of the
water from these shallow wells varies considerably 0 The water ·from some wells
tapping the rese~voir is unsuitable for drinking by infants because 'Qf the high
nitrate· contento

Most wells inWillacy County tap' .the Goliad sand at depths r'anging ,from a
bout 730 to 1,430 feeto The water from the Goliad sand has a very high salinity
hazard and ·a very high ·sodium hazard, and generally is unsuitable for irrigation 0

The water from the Goliad sand.exceeds the Uo So .Public Health.Service ·standards
for drinking water in sulfate, chloride, and dissolved solids contento .In gen
eral, water from the Goliad sand :Ln the eastern part of the county is more min
eralized .than.that in the western parto

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER .STUDIES

All available information on ground water in the L9Wer Rio Grande Valley
area was assembled and reviewed.in this investigation 0 'Certain types of infor
mation, some of which are necessary to understanding the hydrology and evalua
ting the perennial yields of the ground-water reservoirs, were not availableo
Further studies in the following fields are needed to fill important gaps in
the available ~nformation:

10 Drilling informationo--Logs of wells, samples of material, and samples
of water taken as wells are drilled ·are needed for a better understanding of
the subsurface geology 0 At many places where ther'e are no wells, information
is needed as to whether wells were ever attempted .and, if so, why they were
abandoned 0

20 -Water levelso--A program of periodic measurements of water levels in
seleGted wells t'apping the lower Rio Gr'ande ground-water reservoir is needed 0

In addition, the altitudes of the observation wells in Starr and Hidalgo CQun
ties should be .obtained by instrumental leveling so that the slope of the water
surface can be determinedo ~he water-l~vel ~nformation is necessary before the
perennial yield .of the reservoir can be evaluatedo
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30 ·~umpage.--A program for obtaining information about the·amount and dis
tribution ·of pumpage from the Linn-Faysville' ,'and .lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoirs is.needed. The perennial yields of the reservoirs cannot be evaluated
until pumpage information is available.

4. Quality of water.--Better coverage of quality-of~water information,~

particularly in .the lower Rio .Grande .ground-water reservoir in southern Hidalgo
County, i's needed 0 At present there are large areas in which no quality of water
information is available. Also, periodic resampling from selected wells· in all
of the ground-water reservoirs should be done to show possible changes in the
quality of water.

50 Pumping tests.--Pumping tests are needed to provide a quantitative eval
uation of the hydraulic ·characteristics of the ground-water reservoirs. Of par
ticular importa~ce are pumping tests in·wells near the Rio Grande to determine
the nature of the hydraulic connection between the lower Rio Grande ground-water
reservoir and the river.

A continuing program .of ground-water investigation in the Lower Rio .Grand.e
Valley area is necessary for collect.ingadequate basic data. This is particular
ly true ·for drilling information, water levels., and pumpage. For example ~ if a
test hole is drilled for an irrigation well and the water obtained is not of
suitable quality and the hole is abandoned, a sample of the water for chemical
analysis.can be obtained only at the time the test hole is drilled. Water levels
can be obtained for a given time only by measuring the water levels in wells at
that time. Because of the seasonal and annual variations in pumpage in the Lower
Rio Grand~ Valley area, pumpage data should be collected frequently so .that the
amount and distribution of pumping may be detenmined. .
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